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Zan tontemiquico, ah nelli,

Ah nelli, tinemico in tlacticpac.

Sólo vinimos a soñar, no es cierto,

No es cierto, que venimos a vivir sobre la tierra.

We only come to dream, it's not true,

It's not true, that we come to live on the earth.

- Tochihuitzin Coyolchiuhqui
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wiitz

the dream of a shopping cart
is your dream of a shoe
in the bottom of a lake
your dream of a book
slowly turning in a
toilet the dream of a 
burning shopping cart 
is the dream of a mountain
shedding its lint of
human beings the shopping
dream cart is a dream
of a forest of laundry
scattered in wind in the
wind of the shaking earth
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the dream of a tortoise is the
dream of a river running backward

if we get 
the hill o
ver la pen
umbra bursts
yr base
ment's wri
ggling cara
pace originant
ink darkened
river el
hotel del hue
so dorm ido

was the knee's
left pain the
knee's ave
nue sp read
behind tu más
cara's shell 
yawning alpha
bet's sleepless
pool her thighs
her wrapper ou 
verte les esca
liers her
wheel of smoke t 
urns toward you

Picked from the husks of
Ivan Argüelles' “anabasis xlvi”
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the foggy mouth

the dream of hotcakes is your
dream a circular highway
described for hours a
throat a s ticky chi n
inha le the black the 
b lack ex haust

dice an form ,boil the forgotten hand

To make hotcakes in your dream...
- Bibiana Padilla Maltos

g utter

the dream of a ring is the 
dream where you close your 
mouth on a beach the
waves drown your feet w
alked b ackward from the p
arking lot sur rounded by a
fence of tires the air is limp 
your hand rises toward a bird
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Growing up at the border - and where the San Andres fault 
is located - crossing the border and having earthquakes are 
a recurrent dream. One of my recent border dreams has 
been that I am in my car, waiting in line and I realize I don't 
have my passport or someone who is traveling with me does 
not have their passport. Most people don't know but, once 
you are in the line to cross there is no way back nor out. So, 
here I am, sitting in my car, thinking what am I going to tell 
the customs dudes, hoping it is not a woman, women are 
way much more strict. I get to the booth and they ask about 
the passport, what we were doing in Mexico, what movies we 
have watched; they sent us to second inspection.... at second 
inspection we are waiting in this room to be called, only it is 
no longer the american but the mexican side. We walk out 
and see a bank robbery which we are able to stop with our 
kung fu kicks.


I dream I needed to take a break and was walking with one 
of my university's colleagues toward her car, a 
burgundy Oldsmobile. We drove around trying to find a 
place to eat, but most streets were closed. We could see 
some smoke coming out of a driveway. There was a private 
community that had rocks in flames and they were lining up 
these fired up rocks in this trail. We couldn't see, but we 
knew they were trying to get people in there to do something 
"bad" with them. 


I dream I was on Facebook creating an invitation for an 
event, the event was going to take place in New York City 
and I wanted to invite Mark Bloch. I could not find him on 
the event page. I could not find him on my list of friends. I 
could see he was on Facebook but we were no longer 
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friends, he had unfriended me. I felt really sad. I didn't 
know what did I do to be unfriended. 


I dream we were in some sort of gold carts that became 
some sort of tricycle skateboards operated electrically. We 
were going back and forth from a station to some sort of 
hardware store. I needed to order some floor finishing, but 
not any particular floor... I explained to the attendant that I 
needed something to cover my cement floor, I had already 
painted in a certain way and I needed some transparent 
polymer to cover the surface; it also needed to have some 
sparkles mixed in, but not too many. I waited for the mix to 
be done and it was put in some sort of vacuum because it 
needed constant movement; this vacuum had a huge pump 
and, by activating it you'd get X amount of glitter in it. The 
guy regulated the size of the glitter particles I wanted and I 
explained to him I only wanted ONE pump. With a lot of 
difficulty, he pushed the pump and I could see how the 
glitter got into the polymer that kept rotating... I thought "my 
floors are going to kick ass!". I woke up.


I dream Keith Buchholz didn't have a place for the next 
Fluxfest so I offered my home; only my home was not the 
current one but the one were I lived as a child. Everything 
was there, the long corridors, the glass doors, etc. People 
had already taken some of the bedrooms. Reed Altemus 
and I were sharing mine, which had that old console with a 
TV. Allen Bukoff took the master bedroom. C. Mehrl 
and John M. Bennett had the room between those two, 
some people were taking the living room, the den, and so 
on. A lot of people were arriving, people that I knew from 
the group and people who I didn't know, and audience, etc.; 
I directed them to the backyard. I was shocked to see two of 
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